
Note To Teachers: If students ask sensible questions 
that you are not sure how to answer, make a note of 

them and tell them that we can feed appropriate 
information and answers back to students through tutor 

time. 



Managing Risk - 
Drugs (and Alcohol)

Learning Objectives: To understand some of the risks associated with taking illegal 
drugs, especially when mixed with alcohol. To know some specific strategies about 

how to keep yourself and your friends safe. 



Content Warning and Stepping Outside

● We are going to be discussing different examples of risks associated with drug and alcohol use. 
There is always an element of the unknown with drugs and alcohol as you cannot always be 
sure you are taking exactly what you think you are and the context will often affect the 
outcomes. 

● You will need to be mature in your approach to this lesson as we know that there can be a 
range of personal experiences in relation to drugs and alcohol. We also know that when a 
person is knowledgeable about possible risks they are better able to keep themselves and 
others safe. 

● As always, if you find things difficult, you can step out of the classroom if you need a minute. 
Someone may come and check to see if you are ok but you do not have to explain to them 
what you are feeling if you are not comfortable.

We are learning this to keep each other safe, not to be used in order to bully or make fun of others
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Why should we be concerned about alcohol and drug 
use?
● In recent years, society has become more alert to the range of ways that young people may 

not be safe. We recognise that as you get older and start to socialise more, and be more 

independent that you may encounter social events and meet people where drugs and 

alcohol may feature. 

● 60% of 16–24 year olds have never taken an illegal drug (Source: talktofrank.com). 

Nevertheless, it’s so important to keep yourself knowledgeable so you can make informed 

choices in potentially risky situations.

● Schools have a responsibility to help young people be informed about these ways and to 

provide them with strategies to support themselves and others. You also have the right to 

have a safe space in which to learn about these issues. 
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Getting Advice and Support
There are plenty of places to go for support, for yourself, or a friend.

School Health Nurse

Year leader and deputy year leader

Form tutor

Social wellbeing teacher

School counsellors: Matt Barnard and Donna Brunstrom (Leaflet from school website) 

Childline: https://www.childline.org.uk/ 

Frank: https://www.talktofrank.com/ 

Aquarius - advice and support for young people: https://aquarius.org.uk/ 

Mental Health, Drugs and Alcohol:  

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/drugs-recreational-drugs-alcohol/

Turning Point - support for young people who feel that their alcohol or other drug use is becoming a problem: 

https://www.turning-point.co.uk/ 

Drink Aware:  https://www.drinkaware.co.uk/facts/health-effects-of-alcohol/effects-on-the-body/alcohol-and-illegal-drugs 

If you or anyone you know are affected by the issues we discuss today, remember that there are many people in school who can 
support you.  Remember: You can report something at any time, even if it has happened in the past. At the end of the lesson we 
will also provide you with places outside of school that you could go to for support. 
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https://cherwellschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Cherwell-School-Leaflet-1.pdf?t=1636977938?ts=1636977938
https://www.childline.org.uk/
https://www.talktofrank.com/
https://aquarius.org.uk/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/drugs-recreational-drugs-alcohol/types-of-recreational-drug/
https://www.turning-point.co.uk/
https://www.drinkaware.co.uk/facts/health-effects-of-alcohol/effects-on-the-body/alcohol-and-illegal-drugs


Different Effects of Illegal Drugs
There are many different kinds of drugs. They fit into 3 
main types and each have a variety of different physical, 
emotional and cognitive effects: 

1. Stimulants
2. Depressants 
3. Hallucinogens 

Remember there is always an element of the unknown. 
You cannot predict how your body will react to the 
substance and once you have taken it you cannot stop 
the effects. 

This means your experience is easily affected by what is 
happening around you and because your judgement is 
impaired you may end up doing something you regret, or 
having something done to you without your consent. 
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Find out more about different drugs and 
their effects: https://www.talktofrank.com 

https://www.talktofrank.com


The Law and Illegal Drugs
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Find out more: 
https://www.gov.uk/penalties-drug-pos
session-dealing  

The law categorises drugs into different classifications - Class A, B 

and C. Class A carries the more serious legal consequences but if you 

are found to be in possession of any classification of drugs or you 

are intending to supply them it can result in prison sentences 

ranging from 2-14 years in prison, and in some cases a life sentence. 

There may also be other consequences such as fines. 

There are also drugs that we refer to as New Psychoactive 

Substances (NPS). These were legal in the past but since the 

Psychoactive Substances Act came into effect on 26 May 2016, none 

of these drugs are legal to produce, supply or import (even for 

personal use, e.g. over the internet) for human consumption. This 

includes selling them or giving them away for free (even to friends) 

when they are going to be taken to get high.  

https://www.gov.uk/penalties-drug-possession-dealing
https://www.gov.uk/penalties-drug-possession-dealing


Activity One
Silently read through the definitions of the key 
words.

Label yourselves Person 1 and Person 2. 

Person 1 - explain the main differences between 
stimulants and depressants 

Person 2 - explain the main differences between 
hallucinogens and stimulants

BOTH - explain why there is always an element of 
the unknown when it comes to drug and alcohol 
use. 
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Smoking cannabis can:

● make you wheeze and out of breath

● make you cough uncomfortably or painfully

● make your asthma worse if you have it

There's been less research on it but smoking cannabis is likely to have many of the long term 
physical health risk as smoking tobacco (even if you don't mix the cannabis with tobacco). So 
smoking cannabis can also;

● increase the risk of lung cancer

● increase your heart rate and affect your blood pressure, which makes it particularly 
harmful for people with heart disease

● reduce your sperm count if you're male, affecting your ability to have children

● suppress your ovulation if you’re female, affecting your ability to have children

● increase the risk of your baby being born smaller than expected if you smoke it while 
pregnant
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Example 1: Physical 
Health Risks of Cannabis

Example of the type of information 
available from talktofrank



Example 1: Mental Health 
Risks of Cannabis
Using cannabis can:

1. affect your motivation to do things

2. impair your memory so you can’t remember things or learn new information

3. give you mood swings

4. disturb your sleep and make you depressed

5. make you anxious, panicky, or even aggressive

6. make you see or hear things that aren’t there (known as hallucinating or tripping)

7. cause hours (or days) of anxiety, paranoia and hallucinations, which only settle down if the 

person stops taking it – and sometimes don’t settle down at all

8. cause a serious relapse for people with psychotic illnesses like schizophrenia

9. increase your chances of developing illnesses like schizophrenia, especially if you have a 

family background of mental illness and you start smoking in your teenage years
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Is it dangerous to mix with other drugs?

Yes, any time you mix drugs together you take on 
new risks.

For example, if you drive when stoned or high you 
double your chances of having a fatal or serious 
injury car crash, but if you drive after mixing 
cannabis with alcohol, you’re 16 times more likely to 
crash.

https://www.talktofrank.com/drug/alcohol


Activity Two

Anees Bahji: Is marijuana bad for 

your brain? | TED Talk 

(6 minutes 22 seconds)

Watch this video and on your 

handout write down three things 

you learned. 
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https://www.ted.com/talks/anees_bahji_is_marijuana_bad_for_your_brain?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/anees_bahji_is_marijuana_bad_for_your_brain?language=en


Managing Risk: Scenarios

Every situation can present a 
unique set of challenges. 

One of the best ways we can 
manage risks around drug 
use, especially where alcohol 
might also be used is to 
think through some different 
scenarios and questions 
around them.

Remember that in real life 
these scenarios are often 
complicated and nuanced - 
there’s a lot of factors known 
and unknown. 
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What is crucial is that a person’s safety is always the main thing we 
should prioritise.

We should never leave someone alone where there are concerns 
around drug / alcohol use.  

One strategy is to be able to RAG rate the level of support that a person 
or group of people might need - this can help guide your next steps.  



Activity Three

Silently read Case Study 1.
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Case Study 1

You are with a group of friends walking from a houseparty into town. It’s the 

early hours of the morning and pretty cold. Your friend Jamie left with you 

but as the walk goes on they are becoming more and more difficult. They are 

walking much more slowly than the group and are falling behind. When 

anyone tries to get them to speed up they become verbally aggressive and 

physically difficult. 

You don’t know exactly what they took during the evening but you know 

they have been using both alcohol and non-prescription drugs. They fall 

further and further behind until they slump down at the side of the road. 

You are tempted to leave them there… 
14



What are the Risks 
around Drug Use?

15

The place where drugs are used and 
what people are doing at the time 
can influence how risky it is. 

For example, taking substances in a 
hot nightclub, or in places that are 
potentially dangerous like canal 
banks, derelict buildings, parks can 
increase risk. Remember that driving 
a vehicle or cycling while on drugs or 
under the influence of alcohol greatly 
increases the risk of accidents.  

The Place

Risks around what drugs you take, 
whether a stimulant, depressant or 
hallucinogen. These will affect your 
emotions, thoughts and body 
differently. 

There are also risks around how 
much is taken, how it is taken and 
whether it is mixed with other 
substances including alcohol and 
prescription drugs. 

The Substance

Personal factors can be just as 
important as the drugs and/or other 
substances being used. People’s 
expectations, their state of mind and 
mental health are important. 

Our mindset might be different 
around certain people, for example 
we might be more likely to risk-take 
in a social setting such as a party. We 
also need to recognise that our 
mindset may be very different to the 
friends we are with. 

The Mindset

These all contribute 
to the idea that 
there are so many 
unknowns around 
drug and alcohol 
use. It means that it 
becomes much 
more challenging to 
predict the risk as 
every situation will 
be unique.

SPaM



Activity Four
1. Why might someone choose to leave Jamie?

2. If you decided to help, what actions would you 

take and why? 

You are with a group of friends walking from a 

houseparty into town. It’s the early hours of the 

morning and pretty cold. Your friend Jamie left 

with you but as the walk goes on they are 

becoming more and more difficult. They are 

walking much more slowly than the group and 

are falling behind. When anyone tries to get 

them to speed up they become verbally 

aggressive and physically difficult. 

You don’t know exactly what they took during 

the evening but you know they have been using 

both alcohol and non-prescription drugs. They 

fall further and further behind until they slump 

down at the side of the road. You are tempted 

to leave them there…. 
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Activity Four - Suggested Answers
1. Why might someone choose to leave Jamie?

They are becoming really annoying and are getting in 

the way of people being able to have a good time. They 

might also cause more trouble later on in the evening. 

2. If you decided to help, what actions would you take and 

why? 

You might involve the rest of the group to bring Jamie 

along (even though they are being difficult). Or some 

members of the group might be willing to go together 

to a friend’s house rather than into town.

You might choose to call a trusted adult or older sibling 

to take Jamie home where they would be safe.

You are with a group of friends walking from a 

houseparty into town. It’s the early hours of the 

morning and pretty cold. Your friend Jamie left 

with you but as the walk goes on they are 

becoming more and more difficult. They are 

walking much more slowly than the group and 

are falling behind. When anyone tries to get 

them to speed up they become verbally 

aggressive and physically difficult. 

You don’t know exactly what they took during 

the evening but you know they have been using 

both alcohol and non-prescription drugs. They 

fall further and further behind until they slump 

down at the side of the road. You are tempted 

to leave them there…. 
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Activity Five
1. Read what happens next in Case Study 1. 

2. What possible consequences might prevent 

someone from calling an ambulance? 

You and the group decide to go back for 

Jamie. When you get there, they are 

slumped over at the side of the road. 

Their skin is cold and when you shake them, 

they are unresponsive. There is vomit on the 

path next to them and they may have wet 

themselves.

It is clear that they need immediate medical 

attention and so the right thing to do is call 

an ambulance.

Your gut instinct tells you to call an 

ambulance but you remember the last time 

someone did their life was made really 

difficult at school afterwards. 18



Activity Five - Suggested Answers
2. What possible consequences might prevent 

someone from calling an ambulance?

People might think they overreacted

Jamie could get in trouble with their 
parents/carers

People at school might make fun of them, or 
accuse them of being a snake

People might share details on social media

They might not get invited to any more social 
events

You and the group decide to go back for 

Jamie. When you get there, they are 

slumped over at the side of the road. 

Their skin is cold and when you shake them, 

they are unresponsive. There is vomit on the 

path next to them and they may have wet 

themselves.

It is clear that they need immediate medical 

attention and so the right thing to do is call 

an ambulance.

Your gut instinct tells you to call an 

ambulance but you remember the last time 

someone did their life was made really 

difficult at school afterwards. 19



Calling an Ambulance
When you call the emergency services it is 

vital to be able to give them all the 

important information they need.

You may have learnt about this in primary 

school, or even more recently. 

It might seem a simple task but we can 

often become overwhelmed in an 

emergency situation.

Refreshing our knowledge and practising it 

in a calm setting could save lives. 
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When you call the emergency services, after saying 

which service you need, you should give the 

following information (to the best of your 

knowledge:

● Location: Where are you

● Incident: What has happened

● Other services needed: fire/police

● Number of casualties

● Environment: Are there any hazards, dangers, 

or problems with access

● Location: repeat the location

LIONEL



Activity Six
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When you call the emergency services, after saying 

which service you need, you should give the 

following information (to the best of your 

knowledge):

● Location: Where are you

● Incident: What has happened

● Other services needed: fire/police

● Number of casualties

● Environment: Are there any hazards, dangers, 

or problems with access

● Location: repeat the location

LIONEL

Practice Calling an Ambulance

With your neighbour, take it in turns to practise 
calling an ambulance for Jamie. 

Try to do this without looking at LIONEL (to get 
you more skilled!)

Your location: you are all on the canal towpath, 
halfway between Walton Well Road and the 
Jericho footbridge. 



What3words
Street addresses aren’t accurate enough to 

specify precise locations, such as building 

entrances, and don’t exist for parks and many 

rural areas.

This makes it hard to find places and prevents 

people from describing exactly where help is 

needed in an emergency.

What3words divided the world into 3 metre 

squares and gave each square a unique 

combination of three words.  

This makes it the easiest way to find and share 

exact locations.
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You can find out more (and get a link to download the app 
from the website: https://what3words.com/about  

https://what3words.com/about


Activity Seven

Silently read Case Study 2.
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Case Study 2

Mo and their friends are at a house party. It’s a mix of good friends, people 

they know, and strangers. 

Fortune arrives with the pills they planned to take this evening. Mo notices 

that one of their group, Ash, seems reluctant.

24



Activity Eight
1. Ash hasn’t said anything so what might Mo 

have noticed that suggests they might be 

reluctant to get involved with using drugs this 

evening?

Mo and their friends are at a 

house party. It’s a mix of good 

friends, people they know, and 

strangers. 

Fortune arrives with the pills 

they planned to take this 

evening. Mo notices that one of 

their group, Ash, seems 

reluctant.
25



Activity Eight - Suggested Answers
1. Ash hasn’t said anything so what might Mo have 

noticed that suggests they might be reluctant to 
get involved with using drugs this evening?

Avoiding eye contact

Distracted behaviour such as fiddling with 
something

Going quiet if they had been engaging before 

Changes in body language such as tense shoulders, 
crossed arms, fidgeting. 

Mo and their friends are at a 

house party. It’s a mix of good 

friends, people they know, and 

strangers. 

Fortune arrives with the pills 

they planned to take this 

evening. Mo notices that one of 

their group, Ash, seems 

reluctant.
26



Activity Eight
2. Mo respects Ash’s choice but recognises that it 

might be difficult for them to speak up in front 
of peers.

Mo decides to say something that gives Ash a 
way out but that does not make a big deal over 
it.

What might Mo say to Ash?

Mo and their friends are at a 

house party. It’s a mix of good 

friends, people they know, and 

strangers. 

Fortune arrives with the pills 

they planned to take this 

evening. Mo notices that one of 

their group, Ash, seems 

reluctant.
27



Activity Eight - Suggested Answers
2. Mo respects Ash’s choice but recognises that it 

might be difficult for them to speak up in front of 

peers.

Mo decides to say something that gives Ash a way 

out but that does not make a big deal over it.

What might Mo say to Ash?

They might ask Ash to go and get them a drink

They might pretend they need to talk to Ash about 

something and take them away from the situation

Mo and their friends are at a 

house party. It’s a mix of good 

friends, people they know, and 

strangers. 

Fortune arrives with the pills 

they planned to take this 

evening. Mo notices that one of 

their group, Ash, seems 

reluctant.
28



Reminder: 
What are the Risks 
around Drug Use?
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The place where drugs are used and 
what people are doing at the time 
can influence how risky it is. 

For example, taking substances in a 
hot nightclub, or in places that are 
potentially dangerous like canal 
banks, derelict buildings, parks can 
increase risk. Remember that driving 
a vehicle or cycling while on drugs or 
under the influence of alcohol greatly 
increases the risk of accidents.  

The Place

Risks around what drugs you take, 
whether a stimulant, depressant or 
hallucinogen. These will affect your 
emotions, thoughts and body 
differently. 

There are also risks around how 
much is taken, how it is taken and 
whether it is mixed with other 
substances including alcohol and 
prescription drugs. 

The Substance

Personal factors can be just as 
important as the drugs and/or other 
substances being used. People’s 
expectations, their state of mind and 
mental health are important. 

Our mindset might be different 
around certain people, for example 
we might be more likely to risk-take 
in a social setting such as a party. We 
also need to recognise that our 
mindset may be very different to the 
friends we are with. 

The Mindset

These all contribute 
to the idea that 
there are so many 
unknowns around 
drug and alcohol 
use. It means that it 
becomes much 
more challenging to 
predict the risk as 
every situation will 
be unique.

SPaM



Getting Advice and Support
There are plenty of places to go for support, for yourself, or a friend.

School Health Nurse

Year leader and deputy year leader

Form tutor

Social wellbeing teacher

School counsellors: Matt Barnard and Donna Brunstrom (Leaflet from school website) 

Childline: https://www.childline.org.uk/ 

Frank: https://www.talktofrank.com/ 

Aquarius - advice and support for young people: https://aquarius.org.uk/ 

Mental Health, Drugs and Alcohol:  

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/drugs-recreational-drugs-alcohol/

Turning Point - support for young people who feel that their alcohol or other drug use is becoming a problem: 

https://www.turning-point.co.uk/ 

Drink Aware:  https://www.drinkaware.co.uk/facts/health-effects-of-alcohol/effects-on-the-body/alcohol-and-illegal-drugs 

If you or anyone you know are affected by the issues we discuss today, remember that there are many people in school who can 
support you.  Remember: You can report something at any time, even if it has happened in the past. At the end of the lesson we 
will also provide you with places outside of school that you could go to for support. 
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https://cherwellschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Cherwell-School-Leaflet-1.pdf?t=1636977938?ts=1636977938
https://www.childline.org.uk/
https://www.talktofrank.com/
https://aquarius.org.uk/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/drugs-recreational-drugs-alcohol/types-of-recreational-drug/
https://www.turning-point.co.uk/
https://www.drinkaware.co.uk/facts/health-effects-of-alcohol/effects-on-the-body/alcohol-and-illegal-drugs

